
 

2014 Alpine-OSWGA Summer Classic-Format-Texas Scramble 1-2-2 – Forward Tees-All hit tee shots; select the best ball. Move all balls to that spot and play your own ball in until you hole out. 1 BB 

on par 3’s ~ 2 BB on par 5’s ~ & 2 BB on par 4’s. Must use at least 2 drives from each player indicated on this card with a check mark. First thing you should do is make sure the strokes have been 

allocated correctly. For example-Chris was a 19 on the closing date. We stroke at 80% so she will get 15 strokes for this event noted under HCP. Check to be sure your dots are on the correct holes 

and that there are the correct number of dots-FYI-should you ever encounter a situation where the OSWGA card is different than the course card in regard to stroke allocation-ALWAYS use the 

official OSWGA card unless otherwise announced prior to the start of the event. 

This is a not a postable score so no need to enter any other scores except the ones you use. Should you insist on writing all four scores, you must circle the ones used as this team did on the first 

hole-if you don’t circle the balls used the scoring committee per the OSWGA policy will take the highest scores if nothing is circled. PLEASE, PLEASE we beg you; do not write 4/3 or 7/5! No 

slashing!! Record the scores to use(2 BB on par 5, 2 BB on par 4 and 1 BB on par 3). Then bring down and total the gross scores. Then subtract the dots and enter the net score below the gross 

score. Then go across and total Gross and Net for the team’s gross and net score. Note on hole #10 this team circled the 2 balls being used then brought down the gross total 8 but then made an 

error on the net. They didn’t deduct the 2 strokes-there is no penalty for this math error and the scoring committee has corrected the net to 6.  

FYI-under this format, even par for 18 would be a gross 134. This team played under par and hopefully double checked the math. 

There could be some big numbers-feel free to use your calculator on your cell phone once the round is completed. It would be helpful if you added the individual scores for each player. Sign, attest 

and return your card to scoring area. Thanks again for your help in getting the scorecards need and legible. Good luck! 

 


